No 6-1/2007-Restg Vol-II

To,
All Heads of Telecom Circles/ Metro Districts/ Functional Units of BSNL

Subject: Amendment in BSNL Employees Transfer Policy

With the approval of Competent Authority one more para(m) is added under Rule 8 (Section A) of BSNL Transfer Policy issued vide order No 6-1/2007-Restg Dated 07.05.2008 which is read as follows:

8. Request transfers outside Recruiting unit:

(m) The service rendered in JE(TTA) grade would be counted towards eligibility for transfers under Rule-8 in JTO/AO grade after qualifying LICE provided newly appointed JTOs/AOs serve for one year in case of NE-I, NE-II, Assam, J&K and A&N Telecom Circles and for two years in case of other Circles.

(Sudhira Sabharwal)
DGM (WS&I)

Copy for information to:
1. All Directors/EDs, BSNL CO
2. CVO, BSNL
3. PGM (Pers)/ PGM(Estt.)/ GM(FP)/ PGM(BW/Elect/Arch.)/ GM (TF)